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INTRODUCTION

Incorporated in Malaysia in 1993, CITICHAIR SDN. BHD. specializes in the manufacturing and distribution of high quality 

components for office and academic furniture. Well-established in Malaysia and operating from its own 150,000 sq ft factory/

office building, Citichair is manned by 150 skilled and professional employees who have helped the company spread its wings from 

catering to the local industry to worldwide markets.

Citichair takes great pride in its application of advanced manufacturing capabilities like fully automated production lines, LVD 

and Precision Laser machines etc. that ensure strict standards of quality are adhered to at all times, thus keeping it ahead of 

the game in the ever-demanding markets. At Citichair, we believe in continuous evolution and are now able to offer full product 

manufacturing that meet ISO 9001 : 2008 standards. Leveraging on e-commerce, we have expanded our global marketing 

network to drive the growth of Citichair and achieve our ultimate goal of becoming a key global player in this industry.



This simple yet rather
elegant screw cover 
design beautifies the 
overall look whilst also 
providing extra strength 
and sturdiness to the 
entire setup.

The four screw points 
keep the legs steady 
through its strong 
connection to the frame 
whilst the bigger, square 
base plate helps to spread 
the physical load.

This A-leg design provides 
a wider stance to the 
overall structure. The 
foot of the leg is made 
of transparent ABS 
material for enhanced 
durability and aesthetics.
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A feature oft overlooked, table frames set the foundation for each design. 

From the graceful curves of the leg, to the inherent engineering behind the 

innovation, our table frames have been created to provide excellent stability 

and durability for longer lifespan and are completely customizable to suit a 

myriad of applications and finishings. Featuring a host of ideas, this design 

provides elegant aesthetics and flexible modularity that allow single, L-shape 

or cross combinations.

1038 Table Frame

Simplicity in looks
Functional in design



This setup provides space for two workstations which are separated by a screen panel made 

out of either fabric or polycarbonate material. Space at either end of the screen provides a 

means of maintaining communication whilst the sturdiness of the table frame lends support for 

a wider desk platform.

The L-shape setup adds extra space for a workstation or desktop computer on the side whilst 

the elegant modesty panel fitted in front preserves a sense of decorum. The perforations on the 

modesty panel can be customised to suit any design or preference. The overall structure enables 

a myriad of desk platform shapes and materials to be fitted as needed.

When combined into a cross-shaped arrangement, the table frames allow for the setting up of 4 

workstations and more work space in the office or university – without taking up too much space. 

Each cluster can then be arranged together for a longer chain of workstations, should the need 

ever arise. Screen panels can also be fitted in as an added measure to preserve privacy.
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1038 Table Frame
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1038
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1028
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This straight A-leg 
design is sturdy and 
stable. The wide stance 
ensures the entire frame 
remains upright whilst 
also imparting a practical 
and functional image. 

The four screw points 
help keep the legs steady 
whilst the bigger, square 
base plate spreads the 
physical load - thus, 
providing better load 
bearing capabilities.

The foot of the leg can 
rotate freely, so the table  
remains stable even over 
uneven floors. The metal 
and rubber construction 
provides durability and a 
longer lifespan. 

1028 Table Frame

Clean and uncluttered… 
       …the way it should be

A clean, neat workstation provides an added measure of professionalism to the 

entire design language of an office or university and nothing achieves this as easy 

as this table frame design. Featuring a host of engineering ideas, the frame is all 

along sturdy and sophisticated in design and structure.
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This rigid T-leg design 
lends stability to the 
overall structure and a 
minimalist design look. 
The rubber pads at the 
bottom of the frame keep 
it in place on the floor. 

The plastic column 
cover not only beautifies 
the structure but also 
softens the stark visual 
impact of the leg’s cold, 
hard steel or aluminium 
material.

The four T-plate screw 
points help keep the legs 
steady whilst the bigger, 
square base plate helps 
spread the physical load, 
thereby providing better 
load bearing capabilities.

Time for T? Utilizing a practical, yet classy look, the ‘T’ table frame design uses 

minimalism to hide an array of features that help keep things neat. From the 

single column to the modesty panel to the plastic cover panel on the columns, 

each feature of this design is well thought out and conceptualized. In addition to 

that, it is also highly flexible in terms of modularity – allowing you to arrange it 

into a conference set up; or use it for a wide range of functions.

1077 T - Table Frame

Contemporary appeal
for stylish flair
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1077
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M1009
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This cable slot makes 
light work of tidying up 
equipment cables which 
could become quite a 
mess. The aluminium/
metal cover is also durable 
and long lasting, too!

The side return cantilever 
brackets provide a 
stronger bond to the 
table material whilst 
also enabling modular 
expansion by connecting 
with other tables.

The C-leg design is 
both stable and strong 
– keeping the structure 
steady at all times. The 
bottom of the frame has 
durable plastic pads that 
won’t damage the floor.

Sometimes, it’s good to go back to basics. It’s even better when doing so brings extra class and sophistication into the mix. 

Special features like a modesty panel with customisable perforations and cable slots add extra functionality to this concept.

M1009 Table Frame

Class and sophistication with every innovation
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The plastic cover helps 
prevent unwanted 
visitors up the square 
tubing whilst the 
transparent glider 
ensures your floor will 
never be damaged.

The four screw points at 
the joint beam keep the 
legs steady whilst the 
bigger, square base plate 
spreads the physical 
load - providing better 
load bearing capabilities.

The minimalist, yet 
elegant square leg 
design is inherently 
sturdy and rigid – thus 
ensuring better stability 
and balance for the table 
at all times.

A straightforward look at office furniture forms the inspiration 

behind this design. Through its square, tubular construction, we 

are able to enhance the rigidity and sturdiness of this simple, yet 

highly modular concept that can be connected to other tables or 

arranged in a variety of ways. The ability to add a modesty panel 

also helps preserve a sense of decorum in a professional setting.    

1078 Table Frame

Simple functionality 
that speaks volumes
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1078
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1079
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This simple yet elegant 
screw cover design 
beautifies the overall 
look whilst also providing 
extra strength and 
sturdiness to the entire 
setup.

This straight A-leg design 
is sturdy and very stable. 
The wide stance keeps 
the frame upright whilst 
imparting a practical feel. 
The legs are chromed for 
added refinement.  

The chromed, height 
adjustable leg enhances 
ergonomics and looks 
more professional. The 
metal and rubber foot can 
swivel to suit uneven floors 
for better overall stability.  

This design’s unique innovation is the adjustability of the leg’s 

height. With this feature, the table can be customized to suit the 

user’s preferred height – and can be adjusted to accommodate 

another user with different preferences when the need arises.

1079 A - Table Frame

Adjustable to 
fit any occasion 
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Whether it’s chrome, 
epoxy or stainless 
steel, the three choices 
of finishes let you 
customize the design to 
suit your desired visual 
impact or application.

Made out of nylon, 
this glider ensures 
your floors are never 
scratched whilst also 
providing a longer 
lifespan to the table’s 
footing.  

The top connector 
lends plug-and-play 
convenience with screws 
to secure it to brackets. 
The nylon material is hard 
wearing and long lasting 
for added durability.

By leveraging on its knockdown feature, this design allows easy 

transport, storage and near instant deployment when the need 

arises. The very same attributes also make it a cinch to export – 

thus, opening up wider markets for business.

1080 KNOCKDOWN Table Frame

Ready to use in
the blink of an eye  
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1080 KNOCKDOWN
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M1001 ROUND BASE

Collapsible for modular flexibility

This collapsible table design makes 

transporting it easier for export markets 

whilst the round metal base provides a 

strong footing for added stability.
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M1013 CROSS LEG

Mix ‘n’ match to your needs

The evolution of an earlier design, this 

concept can be separated into various 

components for easy transport/export 

and utilizes metal cross legs for a smaller 

footprint whilst the single, vertical column 

comes with curved ends to provide a flush 

fit for the cross legs.
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SD 924 MONO LEG      

The height of
customization 

Featuring single legs, 
this concept enables 
customization to suit a 
wide variety of shapes and 
sizes. The chrome/epoxy 
finish adds an element of 
stylish flair and durability.  

Not only does the 
transparent glider look 
neat, it also ensures 
your floors are never 
scratched - plus, it gives                           
a longer lifespan to the 
table’s footing.  
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3D - MOBILE PEDESTAL

Practical
in every sense

Keeping a tight lid on 
security is this durable 
and sturdy lock that 
locks up all three 
compartments with just 
one quick twist of the 
middle drawer’s key.  

Acknowledging the 
need to have everything 
within reach, the design 
of the compartments 
supports the installation 
of a standard stationery 
tray where applicable.

A very practical yet 
simple innovation - the 
compartment slider arms 
can be fully extended 
to give you complete 
and easy access to the 
contents of the drawer.  

What is an office system if it does not have 

one of these? Fitted with three, different-sized 

compartments, the mobile pedestal can be 

placed anywhere around the office/lecture 

room to keep everything you need close by. 

Smooth rolling plastic castors provide fluid 

movement whilst also extending the lifespan 

of the components. The mobile pedestal is 

available in epoxy, silver or white finishing.
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SPECIFICATIONS

1077
Pg 06

1038
Pg 03 1500mm

600mm

3025mm
60mm

110mm 110mm

60mm

750mm

25mm

25mm

3025mm

762mm
607mm

525mm/660mm

1828mm
1524mm
1214mm
914mm

1038
Pg 02

60mm

1800mm
1500mm 1500mm

1200mm

1380mm/1680mm 1100mm

1100mm

60mm

750mm

450mm

25mm

750mm
600mm

1038
Pg 01

1500mm/1800mm

1200mm
1050mm
900mm

900mm
750mm
600mm

60mm 60mm

750mm

600mm

560mm 660mm

25mm

1028
Pg 05

900mm
750mm
600mm

60mm 60mm

750mm

25mm

1800mm
1500mm
1200mm

710mm

1028
Pg 04

60mm 60mm

750mm

25mm

1200mm/1500mm/1800mm

1200mm
1050mm
900mm

900mm
750mm
600mm

600mm

710mm560mm
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SPECIFICATIONS

1077
Pg 07

1078
Pg 10

1078
Pg 11

750mm

25mm

1200mm/1500mm/1800mm

1200mm/1500mm/1800mm

450mm/600mm/750mm/900mm

1200mm
1050mm
900mm

900mm
750mm
600mm

1800mm
1500mm
1200mm

600mm

25mm 25mm

900mm
750mm
600mm

25mm 25mm

750mm

450mm

25mm

1524mm

607mm

607mm

310mm

762mm

1828mm
1524mm
1214mm
914mm

1828mm
1524mm
1214mm
914mm

1828mm
1524mm
1214mm

914mm
762mm
607mm

762mm
607mm

762mm
607mm

M1009
Pg 09

50mm 50mm

900mm
750mm
600mm

750mm

25mm

450mm/650mm

1800mm
1500mm
1200mm

M1009
Pg 08

750mm

25mm

650mm450mm1200mm/1500mm/1800mm

1200mm
1050mm
900mm

900mm
750mm
600mm

600mm

50mm 50mm

1079
Pg 12

1200mm/1500mm/1800mm

1200mm
1050mm
900mm

900mm
750mm
600mm

600mm

60mm 60mm
25mm

660mm550mm

750mm

1500mm
1200mm

1500mm
1200mm
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SPECIFICATIONS

1080
KNOCKDOWN
Pg 14

M1013
CROSS LEG
Pg 17

SD 924
MONO LEG
Pg 18

MODESTY
PANEL 

M1001
ROUND BASE
Pg 16

ø1200mm
ø1050mm
ø900mm

10mm 10mm

750mm

ø1200mm
ø1050mm
ø900mm

ø1200mm
ø1050mm
ø900mm

ø115mm

750mm 725mm

25mm

610mm/840mm

750mm

25mm

ø535mm/ø685mm

750mm

25mm

ø395mm

610mm/840mm

ø535mm/ø685mm

315mm x 315mm

1600mm (For 1800 Top)
1300mm (For 1500 Top)
1000mm (For 1200 Top)

Oblong Hole

450mm
350mm

1600mm (For 1800 Top)
1300mm (For 1500 Top)
1000mm (For 1200 Top)

450mm
350mm

Square Hole

450mm
350mm

1600mm (For 1800 Top)
1300mm (For 1500 Top)
1000mm (For 1200 Top)

Embossed (Square)

450mm
350mm

1600mm (For 1800 Top)
1300mm (For 1500 Top)
1000mm (For 1200 Top)

Round Hole

900mm
750mm
600mm

25mm

1800mm
1500mm
1200mm

1079
Pg 13

1800mm
1500mm
1200mm

900mm
750mm
600mm

60mm 60mm

750mm

25mm

660mm
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SPECIFICATIONS

3D - MOBILE
PEDESTAL
Pg 19

CPU
TROLLEY
CT01

PAPER
TRAY
PT01

PENCIL
HOLDER
PH01

TELEPHONE
TRAY
TT01

FILE
TRAY
FT01

585mm

300mm

553mm
125mm

85mm

335mm285mm

255mm

255mm

392mm
392mm

553mm

450mm

325mm

90mm

90mm

320mm

320mm 245mm

325mm

450mm

215mm215mm

270mm

270mm

100mm100mm

40mm40mm

60mm60mm

60mm

45mm45mm

200mm

200mm 270mm

60mm
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SPECIFICATIONS

445mm

180mm180mm

395mm

250mm

165mm

360mm

300mm

360mm

445mm

490mm

490mm 250mm

592mm

592mm 395mm

300mm

25mm 25mm

500mm

500mm

40mm 40mm

500mm

310mm

190mm

113mm

190
mm

40
mm

190mm

165mm

120mm

150mm

900mm
750mm

900mm
750mm

900mm
750mm

900mm
750mm

HANGING
CABINET
HC01 

HANGING
SHELF
HS01

PULL OUT
KEYBOARD TRAY
WITH MOUSE PAD
PKT-MP01

FIXED CPU
HOLDER
FCH01

CABLE HATCH
CH01       

WRITING
PAD
WP01  

25mm

150mm

25mm
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